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Abnormal temporal difference reward-learning
signals in major depression
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Anhedonia is a core symptom of major depressive disorder (MDD), long thought to be associated with reduced
dopaminergic function. However, most antidepressants do not act directly on the dopamine system and all antidepressants have a delayed full therapeutic effect. Recently, it has been proposed that antidepressants fail to
alter dopamine function in antidepressant unresponsive MDD. There is compelling evidence that dopamine neurons code a specific phasic (short duration) reward-learning signal, described by temporal difference (TD)
theory. There is no current evidence for other neurons coding a TD reward-learning signal, although such evidence may be found in time. The neuronal substrates of the TD signal were not explored in this study. Phasic
signals are believed to have quite different properties to tonic (long duration) signals. No studies have investigated phasic reward-learning signals in MDD. Therefore, adults with MDD receiving long-term antidepressant
medication, and comparison controls both unmedicated and acutely medicated with the antidepressant citalopram, were scanned using fMRI during a reward-learning task. Three hypotheses were tested: first, patients
with MDD have blunted TD reward-learning signals; second, controls given an antidepressant acutely have
blunted TD reward-learning signals; third, the extent of alteration in TD signals in major depression correlates
with illness severity ratings.The results supported the hypotheses. Patients with MDD had significantly reduced
reward-learning signals in many non-brainstem regions: ventral striatum (VS), rostral and dorsal anterior cingulate, retrosplenial cortex (RC), midbrain and hippocampus. However, theTD signal was increased in the brainstem of patients. As predicted, acute antidepressant administration to controls was associated with a blunted
TD signal, and the brainstem TD signal was not increased by acute citalopram administration. In a number of
regions, the magnitude of the abnormal signals in MDD correlated with illness severity ratings. The findings
highlight the importance of phasic reward-learning signals, and are consistent with the hypothesis that antidepressants fail to normalize reward-learning function in antidepressant-unresponsive MDD. Whilst there is evidence that some antidepressants acutely suppress dopamine function, the long-term action of virtually all
antidepressants is enhanced dopamine agonist responsiveness. This distinction might help to elucidate the
delayed action of antidepressants. Finally, analogous to recent work in schizophrenia, the finding of abnormal
phasic reward-learning signals in MDD implies that an integrated understanding of symptoms and treatment
mechanisms is possible, spanning physiology, phenomenology and pharmacology.
Keywords: major depressive disorder; temporal difference signals; reward-learning; citalopram
Abbreviations: dAC = dorsal anterior cingulate; rAC = rostral anterior cingulate; RC = retrosplenial cortex; MDD = major
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Introduction
Central features of major depressive disorder (MDD) are
anhedonia, disturbances of motivation, psychomotor speed
and concentration (Ebmeier et al., 2006). These functions

are regulated in part by the dopamine (DA) system. Convergent evidence from neuroimaging, post-mortem, behavioural and pharmacological studies, points to reduced DA
function in MDD (Pizzagalli et al., 2005; Ebmeier et al., 2006;
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are believed to work with a similar time course, and whilst
there may be some symptomatic improvement by the end
of the first week, recovery continues for at least 6 weeks
(Taylor et al., 2006). These observations suggest a common
interaction between DA and 5-HT systems, with different
effects of acute (DA system inhibition) versus chronic (DA
system enhancement) antidepressant administration.
Here, a TD reward-learning approach was used, as
considerable animal and human experimental evidence
links the TD signal to DA neuronal activity, and not
other neuronal types. Phasic TD reward-learning signals
have not been previously investigated in MDD. Instead,
‘tonic’ (long timescale) measurements of DA in humans
have been reported (Dunlop and Nemeroff, 2007), and in
the few cases where phasic signals have been investigated
(Elliott et al., 1998; Steele et al., 2007b), learning has not
been investigated. Phasic reward-learning signals have very
different properties compared with tonic DA signals (Daw
et al., 2002; Niv et al., 2007). Importantly, long timescale
DA measurement methods (e.g. receptor-binding studies,
endocrine response trials) would not be expected to detect
hypothesized phasic reward-learning signal abnormalities.
Therefore, using TD modelling, a Pavlovian task and
event-related fMRI, we tested three main hypotheses: first,
antidepressant-unresponsive MDD is associated with
reduced TD reward-learning signals; second, healthy controls given an SSRI acutely have reduced TD reward signals;
third, abnormal TD reward-learning signals in antidepressant-unresponsive MDD correlates with illness severity
ratings, independent of medication status. SSRIs were
given acutely to test the hypothesis of suppression of
reward-learning signals (Daw et al., 2002). In contrast,
we hypothesized that a common effect of diverse antidepressants administered chronically is TD reward-learning
signal enhancement, this enhancement being associated
with clinical recovery and resolution of anhedonia. Consequently, patients who recovered the most with antidepressant administration were expected to have least
blunting of TD reward-learning signals, reflecting partial
recovery.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Permission for the study was obtained from the local ethics
committee and written informed consent obtained from all
subjects. Data were obtained from patients with a DSM IV diagnosis of (unipolar) MDD without comorbidity, in the opinion of
both the treating consultant and one of the authors (J.D.S.).
Controls were matched on the basis of age, sex and National Adult
Reading Test (Nelson and Wilson, 1991). Controls participated
twice: once in an unmedicated state, and once after receiving the
SSRI citalopram at a dose of 20 mg/day for 3 days. The order of
participating in a medicated or unmedicated state was counterbalanced. As we aimed to investigate the effects of acute and not
chronic antidepressant administration, 3 days and not several
weeks of administration, was used. Three self-ratings were
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Dunlop and Nemeroff, 2007; Gershon et al., 2007; Steele
et al., 2007b). Despite this, most work to date has focused
on the serotonergic (5-HT) and noradrenergic systems
(Dunlop and Nemeroff, 2007). However, it is increasingly
recognized that many patients with MDD do not achieve
full remission (APA, 2000; Ebmeier et al., 2006; Dunlop
and Nemeroff, 2007). Antidepressants may fail to alter
DA function in treatment-resistant illness (Dunlop and
Nemeroff, 2007; Gershon et al., 2007). Further studies on
the contribution of anhedonia and hypothesized abnormalities of the DA system to the pathophysiology of MDD
are required to improve outcomes for patients with
treatment-unresponsive illness (Dunlop and Nemeroff,
2007; Gershon et al., 2007).
Considerable recent work has demonstrated that DA
neurons code a highly specific ‘phasic’ (brief duration)
reward-learning signal, described by temporal difference
(TD) theory (Montague et al., 1996; Dayan and Abbott,
2001), which allows the formation of stimulus-outcome
associations. There is compelling animal (Montague et al.,
1996; Schultz, 2002) and human neuroimaging (McClure
et al., 2003a; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Tobler et al., 2006;
Seymour et al., 2007) evidence linking the TD rewardlearning signal with DA function. To date, no other neuronal type has been reported to exhibit the specific TD
reward-learning signal (Schultz and Dickinson, 2000),
although an aversive TD learning signal exists in humans,
perhaps serotonin related (Seymour et al., 2005, 2007). The
TD mechanism is believed to contribute to the attribution
of ‘incentive salience’, the process by which a stimulus
grasps attention and motivates goal-directed behaviour by
associations with reinforcing events (Berridge, 2007;
McClure et al., 2003b; Robbins and Everitt, 2007). Abnormally reduced TD reward-learning signals in MDD would
imply reduced salience of, and attention to, rewarding
events, such as occurs in anhedonia, and form a link
between core phenomenology and physiology.
A difficulty in interpreting a reduction in DA activity in
MDD is that many antidepressants do not act directly on
DA (Dunlop and Nemeroff, 2007). In contrast, almost all
misused ‘recreational’ drugs do enhance DA release (Bardo,
1998; McBride et al., 1999) and are misused because of
their acute mood enhancing effects (Solomon, 1977).
Although mood elevation occurs with short-term use,
repeated longer-term use is often associated with anhedonia
and anxiety (Solomon, 1977; McIntosh and Ritson, 2001).
Stimulants are not particularly effective antidepressants
(Satel and Nelson, 1989). In contrast, treatment of MDD
frequently involves 5-HT increasing medications such as
selective serotonergic reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). This might
appear surprising, as there is evidence for acute 5-HT
increases inhibiting reward-related approach behaviours and
being associated with anxiety (Graeff, 1993; Daw et al., 2002).
Clinically though, if an antidepressant is taken for several
weeks, reduced anhedonia and anxiety with recovery from
MDD often occurs (Taylor et al., 2006). All antidepressants
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Experimental task
A Pavlovian reward-learning paradigm was used, as the standard
TD model describes DA function during such learning (Schultz,
2002). Subjects were asked to abstain from drinking fluids from
the night before the scan to ensure they were thirsty. This is a
routine requirement for many types of medical procedure and
does not cause detectable biochemical alteration. Just before scanning subjects were told: ‘After either of the pictures drops of water
may be delivered. You should try and learn which picture predicts
the water. The picture which predicts the water may change’. The
goal of the task was therefore made explicit.
As shown in Fig. 1, there were 100 trials of 6 s duration each.
Two seconds after the start of each trial, one of two fractal
pictures (conditioned stimulus, CS) were presented (random
order) for 1 s, then 4 s after the start of each trial, 0.1 ml of water
(unconditioned stimulus, US) was delivered according to a probabilistic pattern. This volume was chosen empirically as subjects
could clearly perceive the water, yet it minimized the need for
swallowing and so the risk of inducing movement artefacts.
Immediately after scanning, subjects completed linear analogue
scales of perceived pleasantness of the delivered water and reportable association between pictures and water delivery, for the first
and last blocks. The null hypothesis of no difference in water
pleasantness between groups was tested using t-tests. The null

Fig. 1 (A) Pavlovian task timing diagram for presentation of
picture stimuli and water delivery. (B) Typical predicted TD signal
for a subject. Consecutive pairs of conditioned and unconditioned
stimuli time points for the 100 trials are shown.
hypothesis of no difference in accuracy of association was tested
using two Pearson’s 3  2 Chi-square tests, one test for each of the
two blocks.
Water delivery was via a polythene tube attached to an electronic syringe pump (World Precision Instruments Ltd, Stevenage,
UK) positioned in the scanner control room and interfaced to the
image presentation and log file generating computer. There were
five blocks of 20 trials each with the following probabilities of
water delivery: picture 1 (80%) picture 2 (0%), picture 1 (50%)
picture 2 (20%), picture 1 (0%) picture 2 (90%), picture 1 (20%)
picture 2 (20%), picture 1 (80%) picture 2 (0%). Pre-study pilot
testing had indicated that subjects could not identify where the
boundaries between the blocks were, due to the probabilistic
nature of the water delivery and the few numbers of reinforced
trials in each block. As controls were scanned twice, to avoid the
effects of previous learning, a parallel version of the task was used
with different pictures and slightly different probabilities of water
delivery: picture 1 (80%) picture 2 (0%), picture 1 (50%) picture
2 (50%), picture 1 (80%) picture 2 (20%), picture 1 (0%) picture
2 (50%), picture 1 (80%) picture 2 (0%). The order of controls
being scanned in a medicated versus unmedicated state was
counterbalanced. Null hypotheses of no difference in rating scores
were tested using paired and unpaired t-tests as indicated.
Two other tasks were done by the subjects during the scanning
session. Both were done after the Pavlovian task to avoid a
possible effect on the Pavlovian task results. Analyses of these tasks
will be reported separately.

Image acquisition and pre-processing
The scanning session lasted 1 h during which subjects participated
in the Pavlovian learning study and a T1 image was obtained to
exclude structural brain abnormality. For blood oxygen level
dependent (BOLD) response imaging, T2-weighted gradient echo
planar images were obtained using a GE Medical Systems Signa
1.5 T MRI scanner. A total of 30 axially orientated 5 mm thick
contiguous sequential slices were obtained for each volume, 246
volumes being obtained with a TR of 2.5 s, TE 30 ms, flip 90 ,
FOV 240 mm and matrix 64  64. The first four volumes were
discarded to allow for transient effects. Image acquisition was
asynchronous with respect to stimulus and feedback presentation
events.
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completed by each subject: Beck depression inventory (BDI, Beck
et al., 1961), Spielberger state anxiety (Spielberger, 1983) and
Snaith–Hamilton hedonia, a low score indicating anhedonia
(Snaith et al., 1995). A Hamilton-21 depression rating
(Hamilton, 1960) was obtained as a measure of MDD illness
severity. The same rater (J.D.S.) assessed all patients in the
morning just before scanning.
Patients had a duration of symptomatic illness 43 months
despite continuous antidepressant treatment and medications were
stable for 1 month before scanning. ‘Unresponsive’ illness was
defined as a Beck or Hamilton depression score greater than 21 on
initial assessment, which was usually a few days before scanning.
All recorded ratings were done in the morning, immediately
before scanning. Patient medications as total dose per day were:
escitalopram 15 mg, imipramine 200 mg, phenelzine 45–90 mg,
trazodone 300 mg, mirtazapine 30–60 mg, venlafaxine 150–225 mg,
amitriptyline 200 mg, lithium carbonate 600–800 mg (as antidepressant augmentation), citalopram 20 mg, fluoxetine 40 mg and
sertraline 25–150 mg. Although such patients were deemed
‘unresponsive’ to the particular antidepressant they were receiving,
they were not assumed to be ‘treatment-resistant’ as they had not
received (and failed) extensive protocolized treatment trials (e.g.
see Steele et al., 2008). As it was hypothesized that treatment
unresponsive patients would have reduced reward-learning signals
independent of the particular antidepressant they were receiving,
patients receiving different antidepressants were recruited.
Subject exclusion criteria were any other DSM IV Axis I or II
diagnosis including personality disorder, a history of substance or
alcohol misuse, structural brain abnormality, neurological disorder, use of non-antidepressant medication which might alter
brain metabolism and ECT within the last few months. Subjects
with claustrophobia were excluded as they were considered
unlikely to tolerate scanning. Patients with other anxiety symptoms were not excluded and a dimensional measure of state
anxiety was obtained as earlier.
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For pre-processing, image data was converted to Analyze format
and SPM2 (Friston, 2004) was used for analysis. Images were slice
time corrected then realigned to the first image in each time series.
The average realigned image was used to derive parameters for
spatial normalization to the SPM2 template, then the parameters
applied to each image in the time series. The resultant time-series
realigned and spatially normalized images were smoothed with an
8 mm Gaussian kernel.

Temporal difference learning model

V^ ðt Þ ¼

X
i

wi xðtÞ

where wi were weights, updated on each trial as below. The TD
error signal (t) was defined as

^ þ 1Þ  VðtÞ
^
ðtÞ ¼ rðtÞ þ Vðt
where r(t) was the delivered reinforcement (coded conventionally
as ‘1’ for water delivery, ‘0’ for no-water delivery and all other
time points) obtained from each subject’s log file, and
a
discount factor which determined how less important later
reinforcers were, compared with earlier reinforcers. Learning
occurred by updating the weights on each trial as

wi ¼

X

xi ðtÞðtÞ

where was the learning rate. Each trial was assumed to consist of
six time points. As associations were learned, the TD error signal
moved ‘backwards in time’ from the US to the time of the CS,
and when associations changed the error signal moved forwards
again to the time of the US (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). The
learning rate and the discount factor have to be chosen. As in
previous studies, = 1.0 and = 0.1 were used (O’Doherty et al.,
2006). The effects of other plausible choices were also investigated.
The TD model used the same set of parameters across all subjects
and all groups, since the image analysis tested the null hypothesis
of no difference between groups (Pessiglione et al., 2006).

Image analysis
For image analysis an event-related random-effects design was
used. For first level analysis, for each subject, the covariate of
interest was the event times multiplied by the predicted TD error
signal, the result convolved with the SPM2 haemodynamic response function. The covariates of no interest were: the picture and
water delivery event onsets convolved with the haemodynamic
response function, six motion realignment terms to allow for
any residual movement artefacts not removed by pre-processing
realignment, and a constant term modelling the baseline of
unchanged neural activity. For each subject, the first level covariate image of interest was the SPM2 ‘beta’ image: an estimate of
the ‘strength’ of the observed TD signal defined as the linear

regression coefficient (TD-LRC; positive or negative) between the
predicted TD signal and observed BOLD signal, at each voxel.
Three second-level analyses were done. The first consisted of
testing the null hypothesis of no TD signal. This was done by taking
the covariate of interest (‘beta’) images for each subject, for each of
the three data groups (unmedicated controls, medicated controls,
patients), and entering them into three one-group t-tests. As is
conventional, images were thresholded at P50.001 uncorrected to
display the spatial extent of (de)activations and significant (de)activations defined as P50.05 ‘whole brain’ corrected using the false
discovery rate (FDR) method implemented for SPM2. Based on the
previous studies (O’Doherty et al., 2004; Steele et al., 2007a, b),
a priori defined regions of interest were: rostral anterior cingulate
(rAC), dorsal AC (dAC), ventral striatum (VS), amygdala,
hippocampus, insula, ventral tegmental area (VTA) and retrosplenial
cortex (RC). These regions have been repeatedly reported to have
abnormal function in neuroimaging studies of major depression, be
associated with emotion in healthy subjects and/or exhibit a TD
signal in humans. As we had clear a priori expectation as to which
regions might exhibit TD signal change of interest, an exploratory
analysis was not done. Small volume corrections (SVCs) to significance levels for one group t-tests were also avoided, to set a more
stringent level of significance. Where significant (de)activations were
identified in a priori defined regions of interest, coordinates of
maximal TD signal strength were identified. Brain ‘activations’
therefore consisted of regions where the observed BOLD had a
significant positive TD-LRC across subjects, ‘deactivations’ consisted
of regions with a significant negative TD-LRC across subjects.
The second (second level) analyses consisted of testing the null
hypothesis of no difference between unmedicated control and
patient groups, and unmedicated and medicated control groups,
using (paired or unpaired as indicated) two group t-tests. Images
were thresholded at P50.05 uncorrected to display the spatial
extent of the signal and significance defined as P50.05 FDR
corrected using 10 mm diameter SVCs centred at the locations
identified from the one-group t-tests. The third (second level)
analysis consisted of testing the null hypothesis, for only the
patient group, of no correlation between the observed TD signal
strength (TD-LRC) for each patient, and clinical ratings of
anxiety, anhedonia and depression. Images were again thresholded
at P50.05 uncorrected and significance defined as P50.05 FDR
corrected using 10 mm diameter SVCs centred at the locations
identified from the one-group t-tests.
As is usual in the imaging literature, SVCs were applied as
independent corrections. Whilst this controls type 1 error less
strongly than applying a SVC via a single mask consisting of all
the regions of interest, it was justified on the basis that all the tests
were planned a priori, and that this method helps to minimize the
risk of type II error (which occurs with increased type I error
control). Overall then, this method of 2nd level analyses focused
only on a limited number of regions of particular interest where
relatively strong one-group TD signals were observed, then tested
for differences between groups and correlations with illness
severity, for only these regions.

Results
Behavioural rating scales
Data were obtained from 15 medicated patients and
18 controls in an unmedicated state, but only 15 of the
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Each subject’s log file was used to extract the sequence and timing
of the CS and US and used to calculate a predicted TD signal
profile. We used a standard temporal difference model (Dayan
and Abbott, 2001) which assumes a discrete number of states
representing the US and CS, and the time between their
presentation. The presence or absence of a CS at time t was
coded in binary form in the stimulus representation vector xi(t)
(Dayan and Abbott, 2001) from the timing of events in each
subject’s log file. The estimation of the value (V) of each state was
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same controls in a medicated state. One control declined
medication and two discontinued medication due to possible transient side-effects: nausea, headache and nervousness. Table 1 shows the percentage of correct reports of
picture–water association for the first and last blocks,
anhedonia and anxiety rating values, and ratings of linear
analogue perceived pleasantness of water. Mean ratings for
Table 1 Details of subjects
U

M

Significance

45.3  12.3
9/15
111.6  8.4
77.6  24.7
86, 27
22.9  8.2
54.6 11.5
35.0  6.7
23.2  5.3

42.0 12.8
11/18
113.8  8.2
74.8  22.9
72, 55
3.0  2.8
30.2 10.3
51.7 4.3

41.7 12
9/15
114.0  8.4
75.9  22.5
100, 73
3.0  2.7
30.8  9.2
51.5  4.6

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
P50.0001
P50.0001
P50.0001

Values are mean  SD. NS = difference not significant; U = control
subjects in an unmedicated state; M = control subjects in a
medicated state; P = patients; NART = National Adult Reading
Test; WP = water pleasantness rating as percentage; ‘First,
Last’ = average percentage of correctly reported picture-water
associations for first and last blocks; SH = Snaith ^Hamilton
hedonia score; SP = Spielberger anxiety scale;
‘Hamilton’ = Hamilton depression rating scale;  = significant
difference between patients versus controls, but not a significant
difference between controls when unmedicated versus medicated.

Within-group TD signal analyses
Figure 1 shows a typical predicted TD reward-learning
signal. The complex pattern is due to learning, and
re-learning, the changing associations between the CS and
US. The results of the three one-group TD signal analyses are
shown in Fig. 2. For unmedicated controls, significant activations were found in the bilateral VS, amygdala, caudate,
dAC and thalamus. Additionally, significant deactivations
were found in the rAC, RC and hippocampus. For controls
in a medicated state, a smaller number of significant
activation regions were identified in the bilateral amygdala
and anterior insula. No regions of significant deactivation

Fig. 2 (A) TD signal activation in unmedicated controls, U+. (B) TD deactivation in unmedicated controls, U. (C) TD activation in
patients, P+. (D) TD activation in medicated controls, M+. Images thresholded at P50.001 uncorrected, regions significant at P50.05
corrected. TH = thalamus; VS/A = ventral striatum/amygdala; H = hippocampus; In = insula; A = amygdale.
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Age (years)
Females/total
NART
WP
First, Last
BDI
SP
SH
Hamilton

P

control subjects in a medicated versus unmedicated state
did not differ significantly. As expected, patients rated
themselves more anhedonic, anxious and depressed than
controls. Regarding water pleasantness ratings, patients did
not differ from unmedicated controls (t = 0.27, P = 0.39),
nor controls in an unmedicated compared with a medicated
state (t = 0.07, P = 0.42). For the three groups, there were no
significant differences in accuracy of reporting picture–
water associations for the first block ( = 5.095, P = 0.305).
Although a smaller fraction of patients correctly reported
the associations for the last block, the difference was not
significant, ( = 5.156, P = 0.076); however a trend is
suggested. Overall these results are consistent with a similar
learning effort across groups.
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Table 2 Within group activation and deactivation
Location
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

U
U
U
M
M
M
M
P
P
P
P

Significance

z

(24,6,10)

4.23

0.001

(32,2,12)

4.14

0.001

(20,0,20)
(26,2,14)
(10,8,0)
(4,10,46)

3.88
3.85
4.20
4.62

0.018
0.018
0.001
0.009

(2,14,6)
(2,54,6)

4.44
4.41

0.009
0.015

(15,42,3)

4.47

0.015

(4,60,26)

4.83

0.012

(9,46, 31)

4.38

0.016

(17,46,10)
(25,4,15)
(26,0,14)
(32,16,4)
(36,20,2)
(0,21,10)
(25,2,14)
(22,2,16)
(42,4,10)

3.44
4.16
3.99
4.47
4.50
3.93
4.72
4.68
3.76

0.032
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.054
0.054
0.054
0.054

P = patients; U = unmedicated controls; M = medicated controls;
AC = anterior cingulate; z-value indicates deactivation with
predicted TD signal;  = FDR whole brain corrected.

were observed. For patients, a significant VTA TD signal
was observed, with signal present also in the amygdala and
anterior insula. No regions of significant deactivation were
identified. Table 2 summarizes activation and deactivation
details.

Differences inTD signal between MDD and
control groups
Patients with antidepressant-unresponsive MDD, when
compared with unmedicated controls, had reduced TD
signals in the VS and dAC. The TD signal appeared
increased in the VTA, rAC, RC and hippocampus.
However, only the VTA signal was actually increased. The
apparent increases in the rAC, RC and hippocampus were
due to a lack of deactivation in patients: i.e. the TD signal
was blunted in these regions in MDD. Comparing patients
with controls in a medicated state, patients had an
increased signal in the VTA and rAC. Again though, only
the VTA signal was actually increased, and the apparent
increase in the rAC was due to a lack of deactivation in
patients. Figure 3A shows these regions and Fig. 4 shows
the TD signal effect sizes with 90% confidence intervals for
these regions. Table 3 lists details of these differences.
For controls in a medicated compared with unmedicated
state, the TD signal appeared significantly increased in the

Fig. 3 (A) Difference in TD signal strength in patients compared
with unmedicated controls, PU: blunted deactivation (i); blunted
deactivation (ii); blunted activation (iii). (B) Difference in TD signal
strength in medicated controls compared with unmedicated
controls, MU: blunted deactivation (i), blunted deactivation (ii),
blunted deactivation (iii). Regions significant at P50.05 corrected.
H = hippocampus.

rAC, RC and hippocampus (Fig. 3B). However, as shown in
Fig. 4, this was due to a lack of deactivation in the
medicated state. Therefore, as hypothesized, the effect of
acute medication administration was also to blunt the TD
signal in these regions. Table 3 lists details of the significant
between-group differences.

Correlations betweenTD signal and MDD
severity ratings
Significant correlations between clinical ratings of MDD
severity and the observed strength of the TD signal (TD-LRC)
are summarized in Table 4 and illustrated in Fig. 5.
Interpretation of the correlations depends on whether a
region was an activation or deactivation.
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U

Ventral
striatum/pallidum
Ventral
striatum/pallidum
Amygdala
Amygdala
Caudate
Dorsal anterior
cingulate
Thalamus
Rostral/subgenual
AC
Rostral/subgenual
AC
Retrosplenial
cortex
Retrosplenial
cortex
Hippocampus
Amygdala
Amydgala
Anterior insula
Anterior insula
Midbrain/VTA
Amygdala
Amygdala
Anterior insula

Coordinate
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Table 4 TD signal correlations with MDD severity ratings
Location

Rating scale

Coordinate

z

Significance

VTA
VTA
VTA
rAC
Hippocampus
Amygdala
Amygdala

Hamilton
Spielberger
BDI
Spielberger
Hamilton

(0,21,10)
(0,21,10)
(0,21,10)
(0,50,4)
(17,46,10)

3.21
3.03
3.44
2.31
2.83

0.017
0.019
0.004
0.043
0.032

Snaith ^Hamilton (25,2,14) 2.50 0.047
Snaith ^Hamilton (22,2,10) 2.80 0.040

Fig. 4 Observed TD signal effect sizes with 90% confidence intervals for patients (P), unmedicated (U) and medicated (M) controls.

significant difference compared with unmedicated controls.

Table 3 Between group comparisons
Location
PU
PU
PU
PU
PU
PU
PM
PM
MU
MU
MU

Ventral striatum
Dorsal anterior
cingulate
Rostral/subgenual
AC
Retrosplenial
cortex
Midbrain
Hippocampus
Midbrain
Rostral/subgenual
AC
Rostral anterior
cingulate
Retrosplenial
cortex
Hippocampus

z

Significance

(24,6,10)
(4,10,46)

2.51
3.06

0.046
0.013

(2,54,6)

3.40

0.004

(4,60,26)

3.05

0.011

(0,21,10)
(17,46,10)
(0,21,10)
(2,54,6)

3.09
3.47
2.95
2.89

0.014
0.002
0.026
0.032

(15,42,3)

3.49

0.009

(9,46,31)

2.61

0.055

(17,46,10)

2.58

0.050

Coordinate

PU = patients compared with unmedicated controls; PM = patients
compared with medicated controls; MU = controls in a medicated
state compared with unmedicated state; z-value indicates a
relative deactivation for the contrast of interest;  = FDR small
volume corrected.

A significant VTA activation was observed in the MDD
group and patients had a significantly stronger TD signal
(larger positive TD-LRC) than unmedicated or medicated
controls. Consistent with this, more severe MDD, defined
by Hamilton, BDI and Spielberger ratings, had the strongest
VTA TD signals (Fig. 5). A significant hippocampal
deactivation was present in unmedicated controls, the
magnitude of which was significantly less in patients.
Consequently, the apparently increased hippocampal activity in MDD was due to a blunted deactivation (Fig. 4).
Consistent with this, a weaker TD signal (larger positive

Fig. 5 Correlations between TD signal strength and major
depression severity ratings. Regions significant at P50.05
corrected. Best fit linear regression lines also shown. HAM =
Hamilton scale; Hip = Hippocampus; SP = Spielberger anxiety
scale; Am = Amygdala; SH = Snaith ^Hamilton anhedonia scale.

TD-LRC) was associated with more severe MDD, as defined
by Hamilton rating (Fig. 5). A significant rAC deactivation
was present in unmedicated controls, the magnitude of
which was significantly less in MDD. Again consistent with
this, more severe MDD defined by Spielberger rating was
associated with a weaker TD signal (larger positive
TD-LRC). More severe MDD defined by Snaith–Hamilton
anhedonia score was associated with significantly stronger
amygdala TD signals (larger positive TD-LRC). No significant correlations were found for control data.

Stability of TD modelling and choice of
learning parameters
Comparing the TD estimates of brain activity for learning rate
0.1 versus 0.4, and a discount factor of 1.0 versus 0.4,
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z-value indicates a negative correlation between the observed
BOLD TD signal strength and rating of MDD illness severity;

= FDR small volume corrected.

Major depression and TD signals
no significant differences were found. This indicates that the
results were not due to an idiosyncratic choice of learning
parameters. Similar stability has been reported previously
(O’Doherty et al., 2003). Investigation of the effects of
different learning parameters in relation to the observed
group differences will be described in a future report.
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other regions. As expected, the pattern of TD signal blunting
with acute SSRI administration closely resembled the pattern
for unresponsive MDD, although not as marked, in that
medicated controls typically had a TD signal effect size
intermediate between the unmedicated state and MDD. In
patients, the VTA, hippocampus and rAC correlations with
MDD severity ratings indicates that the TD signal differences
between MDD and unmedicated controls should be reduced
or absent in antidepressant responsive MDD. It is important
to note that these correlations were present despite patients
receiving diverse medications, suggesting observed differences between patients and unmedicated controls were
unrelated to medication. Therefore, consistent with our
second hypothesis, acute administration of an SSRI to
controls reduced TD reward-learning signals, and consistent
with our third hypothesis, regions of TD signal abnormality
in antidepressant-unresponsive MDD correlated with ratings of illness severity.
Reduced TD signals suggest that either the neural TD
signals were actually reduced, or that the chosen theoretical
model did not match the observed BOLD as well as for
regions where a higher signal was found. Having found
abnormal TD signals it is important to try to account for
them. It is possible that an alteration in the theoretical TD
model for patients (e.g. altered learning rate) might match
the data better such that the observed differences in TD
signal strength between groups disappears. We are currently
investigating this. However, this hypothesis cannot account
for simultaneously decreased and increased TD signals, if it
is assumed that the same model parameters apply throughout the brain.
A reduction in DA function with acute citalopram
administration to controls is consistent with a number of
animal studies, and an opponency (mutual inhibition)
between 5-HT and DA has long been suggested (Di Mascio
et al., 1998; Daw et al., 2002). Considering citalopram in
particular, acute administration to animals had no effect on
the number of spontaneously active VTA DA neurons in
one study (Sekine et al., 2007) and produced a reduction in
another (Prisco and Esposito, 1995). In contrast, chronic
(21 days) of citalopram administration produced an
increase in the number of spontaneously active VTA DA
neurons (Sekine et al., 2007). It is possible that the effect of
a delayed increase in VTA activity would be an increase in
non-brainstem TD signals (e.g. ventral striatum), for
patients who respond to long-term administration of an
antidepressant. It is important to note however that an
increase in the number of spontaneously active VTA DA
neurons is not necessarily the same as an increase in the
strength of the specific TD signal. Furthermore, the correlations between VTA TD signals and illness severity
ratings suggest an illness rather than medication effect.
Further work is required to clarify the mechanism associated with VTA TD signal increase.
There is accumulating evidence that a common longterm effect of virtually all antidepressants is enhanced
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Our first hypothesis was that patients with antidepressantunresponsive MDD had reduced reward-learning signals. If
the observed TD reward-learning signals were a direct
consequence of DA neuronal firing, then the finding of
blunted TD reward-learning signals in the VS, rAC, dAC, RC
and hippocampus supports this hypothesis, but not the VTA,
as that signal was enhanced. A challenge to the ‘direct’
interpretation is the observation of both activations and
deactivations described by the predicted TD signal. It has
been suggested that phasic DA neuronal firing leads to DA
release, which facilitates some form of longer duration postsynaptic activity, such as post-synaptic potentiation and
inhibition (Menon et al., 2007). Such longer duration postsynaptic DA-mediated responses could be the basis of the
BOLD signal that correlates with the predicted TD signal
(Menon et al., 2007). This could parsimoniously account for
both the activations and deactivations described by the
predicted TD signal: the same widespread DA axonal
projections, originating from the same VTA cell bodies,
mediate all the observed signals. The increased VTA signal
might have been a compensatory response to blunted rewardlearning signals in non-brainstem regions, or as discussed
later, an effect of medication. In a preliminary analysis, we
have recently replicated the findings of increased brainstem
TD signals and blunted non-brainstem TD signals in MDD
using a different paradigm which will be reported separately.
Two neuroimaging studies of MDD have reported
reduced VS activation and behavioural blunting associated
with feedback of performance in a pseudo-instrumental
gambling task (Steele et al., 2007b) and various cognitive
tasks (Elliott et al., 1998). These findings were interpreted
as reflecting a blunted response to rewarding feedback
information implying reduced DA activity (Elliott et al.,
1997; Steele et al., 2007b). In one study, behavioural
blunting correlated with Snaith–Hamilton anhedonia
(Steele et al., 2007b). Here, we also report apparently
increased activity in the rAC and hippocampus of patients
with MDD, due to blunted phasic deactivation in patients
but not controls. This is also consistent with previous work
(Steele et al., 2004). Whilst consistent, previous studies did
not investigate the effects of reward-learning, using an
established computational model of dopamine function.
Our second hypothesis was that acute administration of an
SSRI to controls reduces TD reward-learning signals. In
acutely medicated controls, the TD signal was found to be
significantly blunted in the rAC, RC and hippocampus.
Figure 4 suggests non-significant consistent trends for
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signal magnitude and indices of illness severity. Whilst it is
encouraging that different abnormalities of VTA activity have
been found in different psychiatric disorders, it is unclear if
these results can be replicated and whether differences in task
design influence the results. We are therefore obtaining additional data from patients with schizophrenia, and investigating the effects of different tasks.
As earlier, whilst there is extensive evidence supporting
the hypothesis that phasic activity of DA neurons conforms
to a TD model during reward-learning, it should not be
assumed that only DA neurons exhibit this pattern of
activity. Activations conforming to a TD model have also
been reported for regions without strong DA innervation.
Whilst it is encouraging that two recent human imaging
studies have employed DA blocking and enhancing
challenges and reported an alteration in predictive error
signals in accordance with expectation (Pessiglione et al.,
2006; Menon et al., 2007), our study did not explore this
link. Consequently, the neuronal substrate of the reduced
TD reward-learning signals in MDD, and particularly the
increased VTA signal, remains unclear.
In summary, antidepressant-unresponsive MDD was
associated with reduced phasic TD reward-learning signals
in non-brainstem regions, consistent with a hypothesized
failure of a delayed increase in DA system responsiveness
(Dunlop and Nemeroff, 2007), acute administration of
citalopram to controls reduced TD reward-learning signals,
and blunting of TD signals in unresponsive MDD correlated with illness severity ratings. In contrast, the VTA TD
signal was increased in patients, and the extent of this
increase correlated with measures of illness severity. This is
the first study to investigate hypothesized abnormal phasic
reward-learning signals in MDD. The results suggest it may
be possible to understand the therapeutic mechanism of
action of antidepressants, and their failure in some patients,
in a manner which links the biology, phenomenology and
pharmacology of MDD. A similar approach to linking
understanding of these three fields has been described for
schizophrenia (Kapur, 2003; Smith et al., 2007).
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